, 'I nent topics in software journals in both contributed articles and advertising copy. Unfortunately, most of these articles and advertisements have dealt with software schedules, productivity, or quality factors in abstract terms such as "Buy our tool and improve productivity by 10 to 1" or "Cut development schedules by 50 percent." But now we can measure these factors with reasonable accuracy and collect empirical data on both "average" and "bestin-class'' results. We are particularly interested in the wide performance gaps between laggards, average enterprises, and industry leaders, as well as differences among the various software domains. The function-point metric lets us establish a meaningful database of software performance levels. A simple algorithm raises function points to a total to obtain a useful first-order schedule estimate.
Beginning and end points of software schedules
Considering how important software schedules and time-to-market considerations are, it is surprising that in the past 50 years, this topic has inspired very little solid, printed data. Although many commercial-software cost-estimating tools can predict schedules with fairly good accuracy, as of 1994 only about 15 percent of US software managers-and even less abroadwere using them. So at least 85 percent ofthe world's software managers jump into projects with hardly a clue as to how long they will take. This explains why about half the major disasters associatedwith missed schedules and overruns can be traced back to the schedules being incompetently established in the first place.
From collecting schedule information on historical projects, I've observed that establishing a software project's true duration schedule is one of the trickiest measurement tasks in the entire software domain. A software project's shipping date is usually fairly clear, but the date the project actually originated is the hardest and most imprecise data point in the software industry. For most software projects, there is an amorphous, unmeasured period during which clients and software personnel grope with fundamental issues such as whether to build or buy, and what is really needed. Of several thousand software projects that my colleagues and I have analyzed over the past 10 years, less than 1 percent had a clearly defined starting point. To avoid this ambiguity, our pragmatic approach is to ask the project's senior software manager to pick a date as the starting point and simply use that. If the project has formal, written requirements, we can sometimes ascertain the date they were introduced, or at least the date shown on the first printed version.
Surprisingly, more than 15 percent of software projects are also ambiguous as to when they were truly delivered. One source of ambiguity is whether to count the start of external beta testing as the delivery point or to wait until the formal delivery when this testing is over. (Our general rule is to count the first formal release to paying customers or users that are not participants in beta testing or prerelease field testing.) Another source of ambiguity is whether to count a software product's initial delivery or to wait until deferred functions come out a few months later in what is usually called a point release (such as "Version 1.1").
Not only are both ends of software projects ambiguous and difficult to determine, but the middle can get messy, too. Even with the "waterfall model" of development, there is always overlap and parallelism between adjacent activities, so that a project's end-to-end schedule is never the same as the duration ofthose activities. Software requirements are usually only about 75 percent defined when design starts. Design is often little more than 50 percent complete when coding starts. Integration and testing can begin when coding is less than 20 percent complete. And user documentation usually starts when coding is about 50 percent finished. Moreover, the newer spiral and iterative models of software development are even more amorphous, since requirements, design, coding, testing, and documentation can be freely interleaved and take place concurrently.
Space does not permit a full discussion of all the factors that affect software schedules or of the schedule durations 'or all kinds of software projects. But the function-point netric provides a convenient, quick estimator for schedule iurations that can be applied early in a software project's ievelopment cycle. The schedule interval runs from the iroject's nominal "start of requirements" to the "first cusomer ship" date. The activities in this interval include -equirements creation, analysis, high-level and detail iesign, reviews and inspections, coding, integration, all 'orms of testing, and user-document creation.
Once the application's function-point total has been ietermined, it is only necessary to raise that total to the 3ower shown in Table 1 . For example, an "average" miltary project of 10,000 function points (equivalent to about 700,000 Ada statements) would use a power of 3.46. Raising 10,000 function points to the 0.46 power, vve would estimate the project's nominal schedule at 59.18 calendar months. (Note that for enhancement schedules, we would use the enhancement's-not the 3riginal product's-function-point total as the estimate basis. Thus, if we added 100 function points to a 5,000-Function-point system, we would use 100 as the starting point.) This simplistic methodology is not a substitute for a true software-estimating tool that can deal with factors such as programming languages, tools, reuse, experience levels, creeping requirements, and other characteristics known to influence a software project's outcome. But it does enable a useful first-order approximation with any pocket calculator that can handle power calculations. In fact, clients who have used this methodology have found that it works reasonably well. However, leadingedge companies whose available volume of reusable material exceeds 50 percent can surpass even the "best in class."
Software schedules in different domains
Software schedules in the four domains-commercial software, management information systems (MIS), systems software, and military software-are strongly impacted by several considerations.
Commercial software. This domain includes products marketed to customers, such as spreadsheets, wordprocessors, and accounting packages. The average size of modern, windows-based commercial products for typical word-processing and spreadsheet packages is roughly 1,000 function points. However, large mainframe software packages, such as order-entry systems, databases like IBMs DB2 or IMS, and manufacturing-support packages, can exceed 10,000 function points. The primary schedule consideration in the commercial world is quality, and the reason most commercial-software projects run late is that Computer they encounter too many bugs during testing to be released.
Management information systems. MIS concerns custom software that companies build for their own use or that they commission contractors or outsource vendors to build for them. An MIS project's size ranges from less than 100 function points to more than 20,000 for major systems involving insurance-claims handling, manufacturing control, or full order-entry systems.
The MIS domain's two key schedule drivers, quality and creeping user requirements, tend to interact in unpleasant ways. The rate of unanticipated user-requirement changes in a typical MIS project is about 1 percent per month. So for a three-year project, more than a third of the final functionality may be added midstream. Many MIS shops are not very sophisticated in software quality control and omit important activities such as reviews and inspections. Since quality control on creeping user requirements is even worse than normal, lax development methods coupled with volatile requirements result in many MIS projects running amok around the time testing starts. If the projects are developed carelessly, which unfortunately is the case for many new client/server applications, the resulting poor quality may be passed on to users, because testing is often perfunctory.
Systems software. This domain involves software that controls physical devices such as telecommunicationswitching, fuel-injection, flight-control, and operating systems. Software ranges from about 250 function points to more than 50,000 function points for huge systems such as large mainframe operating systems. Because quality levels are high in the systems-software domain, the better systems producers are in a good position to take advantage of reusability and increase the parallelism of their development methods. In fact, some projects are setting new records and improving the "best-in-class'' results.
The systems-software community has learned that full quality control, including formal pretest inspections, is necessary to do business. This also implies formal specifications, so the important schedule factors for systems software are creating and reviewing a significant volume of specification material and executing an extended series of defect-removal operations. A typical defect-removal cycle for a large system-software project, such as a telephone-switching system of around 10,000 function points, would include formal inspections of design, code, and documents, and at least seven kinds of testing: unit, new-function, regression, integration, stress, system, and field tests.
Military software .Applications that are required to follow US military standards such as DoD 2167A are included in this domain. Military projects range from those of perhaps 200 function points to the largest software systems in human history, which can exceed 250,000 function points. Military software schedules have four key gating factors: the initial procurement process, enormous volumes of paperwork created in the DoD community, high quality levels for mission-critical applications, and the special activities that only military projects perform. Software (and hardware) is typically procured via external contracts derived from various bids and proposals. This process is both intrinsically time-consuming and rife with challenges and litigation from disgruntled vendors who have not received the contract. Thus, a typical military software project takes about 35 percent longer to get started than a similar civilian project. If the initial procurement leads to major litigation, the schedules can be even longer.
US military standards have been useful in many ways, but they have had some unintended side effects. One of the most significant is the enormous volume of specifications and planning documents. By actual count, military software projects that follow the DoD 2167A standard have averaged about 400 English words for every Ada statement. This is about three times more than civilian norms and twice as much as the second-place paperwork-generating industry (telecommunications).
Quality control for military projects is generally the same as for civilian systems software and includes formal inspections followed by a full suite of testing steps. But military projects also tend to perform many activities that are essentially unique and have no equivalence in the civilian domain. One notable example is an IV&V (independent verification and validation), a structured review of plans and specifications by a contractor different from the primary contractor. The value of this rather time-consuming undertaking has not been formally explored.
In mid 1994, the Secretary of Defense stated that US military organizations should begin to move toward civilian best practices and away from the somewhat baroque, convoluted defense approaches and military standards that have developed and accreted over the past 20 years. This is a promising concept, but it is too soon to judge whether it will prove effective.
Because military quality levels are fairly high, the military domain is in a position to increase material reusability and perhaps begin to match the civilian sector in schedule results. It remains to be seen whether this will really occur. But at least the military services are exploring civilian best practices, even if they don't fully adopt them.
Schedules and time-to-market intervals are among the most important factors in the software industry. For more than 50 years, there has been a shortage of empirical data and useful rules for estimating software schedules early and accurately. The function-point metric is not a panacea, but it does provide a first-order approximation that can easily be carried out on a pocket calculator. Since function points are derived during requirements and early design, the ability to estimate schedules before committing major resources to a project is a practical way to minimize later problems.
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